ISHWAR NEWSLETTER, AUGUST 25TH 2006

From: "Rakesh Kumar" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
To: "rakesh" <rakesh_ishwar@yahoo.com>
Bcc: "gloria sannolo" <ning1963@frontiernet.net>, "seems" <seemagupta29@yahoo.com>, "Neha Sharma" <ibneha@yahoo.com>, "vandana sharma" <vandana.sharma@sealedair.com>, "P Shashi" <saiamrith2003@yahoo.com>, "Salini Shashidharan" <ss13@nyu.edu>, "shelley" <shelleyherai@hotmail.com>, "shubhra" <shubhmatabuduli@yahoo.com>, "Sunil Singh" <sunil.kumar.singh@gmail.com>, "Sister Kwayera" <sk@ifetayoculturalarts.org>, "smiti" <skhanna50@hotmail.com>, "suniti" <suniti.p. lekhi@jpmchase.com>, "suzie" <saladlady7nyc@aol.com>, "vidushi talwar" <vidushi_talwar@hotmail.com>, "terry" <terrymanchanda@yahoo.co.in>, "Wagdevi Thimmaiah" <santosh34@hotmail.com>, "Daniel Tibbits" <danieltibbits@juno.com>, "Vabulous!" <vabulous3369@yahoo.com>, "vaishali" <vaishusaraf@yahoo.com>, "vida" <vok4u@aol.com>, "agni zotis" <agnizotis@yahoo.com>, "faybiene miranda" <wordzie007@aol.com>, "Mokshapriya/Mita" <mokshapriya@hotmail.com>, "Vandana Mudgill" <vandana_mudgill@yahoo.co.in>, na123@columbia.edu, naeemah.leonard@ubs.com, "Nandini" <nandini.ratnam@metmuseum.org>, "neha" <ncts_neh@yahoo.com>, "Nikita" <nikita_sikka@canada.canon.com>, "nougzar" <nd16188@yahoo.com>, "pawnee" <pawneeisills@verizon.net>, "phyllis" <sujatama@earthlink.net>, "John Pomeroy" <jpomeroy3@mac.com>, "pradeep" <kpk421@hotmail.com>, "raj" <devikaa@aol.com>, "rajiv lekhi" <rlek@yahoo.com>, "ram" <ramjam29@yahoo.com>, "rama" <dashavtar@aol.com>, "rami" <lankan81@yahoo.com>, "ravi" <rk_g99@yahoo.com>, "rebecca" <rebecca.jackson@ubs.com>,...
Dear friends

The last couple of weeks saw a lot of difficult times for many and for the world in general. We’ve had war, another earthquake, floods, terrorist attacks, bomb blasts, electrical breakdowns and a lot more. Sun, Saturn, Mercury and Venus were all in conjunction in Cancer. But Sun has moved into Leo, and today, Mercury moves into Leo as well. Mars moves into Virgo on August 29th. And Venus too moves into Leo on September 1st. These moves will auger well for many. People who have been waiting for their paperwork and documentations will see it go through now. The threat of bombs on aircrafts will subside and many people will travel in early September. This month will be quite positive.

A new leader emerges in America. Maybe a lady. She will win over people with her charisma and knowledge. This will be evident in the coming months. The month of October will be changing the course of many tides and tempests. The world will see some positive changes. Some new law or amendment to the constitution may be implemented. Saturn moves into Leo on November 1st. Rahu and Ketu moves on October 11th and Jupiter into Scorpio on October 28th.

This may change the face of America with many good changes. Saturn starts becoming unfavourable for George W. Bush as he starts his 7 1/2 period of Saturn. His downfall begins from here. India too will see many changes in its political setup. Things don’t look good for the congress president Sonia Gandhi.

While there is so much of evil rampant on earth, the divine hand is working slowly to bring peace and harmony in the world. Let’s all try to do good karmas so that the positive energy diffuses the negative energy. Even a tiny drop of divine dew, can smother the dusts of evil and cleanse it. Eventually many such tiny drops can completely subside the dusts of maya, and cleanse the world of evil.

God bless

Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
ISHWAR
Website:ishwarastral.com
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